SAFETY & HYGIENE MEASURES FOR GOLFERS

**Holes:** A hole liner system has been installed so your golf ball can be retrieved without touching the cup. Please leave flagsticks in the holes at all times and do not touch them.

**Bunkers:** Rakes have been removed. Golfers may smooth the sand using their clubs or feet. The golf ball can also be readjusted within a one-step distance for a better play surface.

**Golf Ball Washers:** All golf ball washers have been removed.

**Golf Carts:** One golfer is allowed per sanitized cart. If golfers are in the same household, two golfers are permitted.

**Scorecards:** We are using digital scoring instead of physical scorecards.

**Golf Lessons:** Lessons are available for no more than ten golfers per lesson. Please do not arrive earlier than 15 minutes before your lesson and follow all social distancing rules.

**Driving Range:** The driving range is open, but space is limited due to social distancing guidelines.

**Restrooms:** Please minimize your use of public restrooms whenever possible.

---

**CLEAN CHECK**